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Abstract 

The Internet has become an important source of health information for many people, including non-
medical experts. While much health information is provided through the Internet, such information is 
often spread across multiple websites and providers. With the decentralised nature of the Internet, 
people are often unable to access health information at a single point, and thus extra efforts are needed 
for seeking information with search engines. The information seeking process is a crucial step for 
obtaining the needed health information. According to prior research, seekers apply an exploratory 
approach in the information seeking process of health-related topics. Although information seeking 
behaviours have been studied extensively in past research, few details specifically about information 
seeking in the health context can be found. This paper reports on a qualitative study that investigates 
the information needs and behaviours of health information seekers. Based on the results of the study, 
we present a model conceptualising health information seeking behaviours as well as the characteristics 
of the exploratory search approach observed in the health information seeking process. 
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Conceptualising Health Information Seeking Behaviours and Exploratory Search: Result of A Qualitative 
Study 

1 Introduction 

The Internet is a source of a range of different health information resources for non-medical experts, from 
official health websites, private health service providers, personal blogs, to discussion forums. Past studies have 
demonstrated that the use of online resources for obtaining health information is increasing [1, 2]. As the 
demand for online health information grows, it is crucial to understand the motivations underlying these 
information seeking behaviours, the information needs of the seekers, the strategies for seeking information 
chosen by the seekers. 

The World Wide Web is designed as a decentralised network. Health information, even on the same general 
topic, is available from many different websites and providers. For example, descriptions about Hepatitis B can 
be obtained from government websites, the website of medical centres, or even Wikipedia. Without a single 
source of information, this decentralised nature makes search engines the primary mechanism for accessing 
online information - i.e., people choose to search for the information in the first instance. Shown in a study, 77% 
of health information seekers in fact use search engines [2]. 

Getting health information from the Internet is like finding a needle in the haystack. Especially when dealing 
with unfamiliar and unknown problems [3], as is often the case for health-related concerns [4], the search 
approach employed becomes more exploratory [5]. In contrast to simply submitting a search query, exploratory 
search involves a series of cognitive learning and query reformulation processes. With exploratory search, a 
more complete picture of the knowledge domain is being built during the search, which implies the existence of 
both learning and investigating activities. Although exploratory search can be found in different search tasks, 
there is only limited understanding of exploratory search in the health context. 

In order to have a more complete understanding about online information seeking and search approaches taken 
in the consumer health context, we conducted a qualitative study to observe participants’ behaviours. We 
discover that in many cases people take an exploratory approach to find relevant information. In addition, based 
on the activity logs recorded in the study, we summarise the patterns of participant behaviours into a model with 
four categories. Information seekers in these categories have different levels of research tactics and reading 
engagement. The model aims to provide a perspective from the angle of behavioural outcomes, so that health 
website owners and information retrieval (IR) specialists can improve their products in terms of user needs. 
Some design implications are identified as well at the end of this paper. 

This paper is structured as follows: it firstly summarises the current research and trends in obtaining online 
health information, followed by a report on the result of our qualitative study. Drawn from the results of the 
study, we propose a model for conceptualising online health information seeking behaviours, as well as the 
characteristics of the exploratory search approach observed in the health information seeking process. 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Online Health Information Seeking 

More and more people choose to obtain health information from Internet websites. According to a 2013 study, 
72% of U.S. Internet users have tried to access online health information, and 77% of these people started with a 
search engine [2]. A study on search engine logs also showed that 7.5% of submitted queries were related to 



medical or health information [6]. Research discovered that majority of Internet users acquire health information 
via search engines [2, 7]. 

Past studies have found that Internet users look for a wide range of health information [1, 2, 8-13], including 
information about specific medical conditions or symptoms, causes and treatments of diseases, diet information 
and healthy lifestyle tips, etc. People are also seen to look for support and extra information from the Internet at 
different stages of a serious health problem [14, 15]. The diverse types of health information demanded reflect 
differences in information needs, resulting in different seeking behaviours. 

2.2 Health Information Needs 

Information needs arise when people realise their existing knowledge is inadequate to satisfy their goal [16], or 
feel stressed while facing threats such as health problems [17, 18]. Gorman [19, 20] classified information needs 
into four categories: recognised, pursued, satisfied and unrecognised, showing how people perceive and engage 
with the needs. For health information seeking tasks, Alzougool et al. [21, 22] classified health information 
needs into combinations of recognised/unrecognised and demanded/undemanded. The recognised/unrecognised 
factor reflects if an individual clearly realises the motivation of getting certain information, or just causally 
receives the message. The demanded/undemanded factor specifies whether an actual information seeking 
behaviour is carried out for the corresponding needs. 

2.3 Information Seeking Behaviours 

Scholars suggest information seeking behaviours are stimulated by information needs. Wilson [17, 18] argues 
that people seek additional information to relieve stress and uncertainty when they face critical situations. The 
information seeking process is also known as a sense-making process [23]. Case [16] illustrates this process as 
bridging a knowledge gap: the missing and needed information is analogous to a valley in the middle of 
knowledge mountains. The seeker looks for extra information to "build" a bridge across the gap [16]. 

There are many theories to describe the process of information seeking. Wilson has identified four modes of 
information seeking behaviours. In addition to searching, people also acquire information – meaning they 
passively receive information even if they do not realise specific information needs [17]. Kuhlthau suggests an 
information search process (ISP) model with six stages to describe the behaviour of seekers [24]. The model 
emphasises changes of seeker thoughts and feelings in the information seeking process. Ellis et al. describe the 
process of satisfying information needs as a linear sequence of behaviour [25-27]. Based on these works, 
Lambert and Loiselle [28] summarise literature about health information seeking behaviour and identify various 
connections between information needs and information seeking behaviours. 

2.4 Exploratory Search 

Recently exploratory search has gained a lot of focus among researchers about search and information seeking 
behaviour. Marchionini [5] defines exploratory search as a search approach that incorporates learning and 
investigation along with the actual lookup activity. Exploratory seekers are often unfamiliar with the knowledge 
domain of their search targets [29], unsure about the ways to achieve their goals [29], or need to address 
unfamiliar or unknown problems [3]. As health information seekers have only limited knowledge in the medical 
context [30], exploratory search is one of the characteristics observed in the health information seeking process 
[4]. Cartright et al. [31] suggest exploratory health search can be further broken down to evidence-based and 
hypothesis-directed. Also, Zarro [32] argues health-related exploratory search can be analysed from a social 
psychology perspective. Although exploratory search has been investigated from different aspects, as we can 
see, there is few research combining health topics with exploratory search to draw a comprehensive 
understanding in the consumer health context. 



3 The Qualitative Study 

This research aims to capture an in-depth understanding of online health information seeking behaviours, as 
well as the underlying information needs that motivate the behaviour. To facilitate data collection, we conducted 
a qualitative study to observe the actual behaviours of health information seekers. This section introduces the 
design of this study and the results we have concluded. 

3.1 Research Design 

We chose a qualitative approach in this research. As previous studies cannot provide a detailed view on 
individual information seeking behaviours, a qualitative study allows us to collect a rich dataset and to make 
new insights [33]. 

The main component of the qualitative study is a lab observation. Lab observation has been used in a range of 
research to investigate human behaviours in regard to health issues [7, 34-36]. While some research uses a 
think-aloud approach to collect participants’ thinking during an experiment, we used a debrief session instead to 
avoid disruption and slow down of the entire flow of the experiment [33]. 

The entire lab session was structured as follows: the first section was a semi-structured interview about their 
past experiences of finding health information on the Internet; in the second section participants were given 
access to a computer to find online health information for two pre-defined tasks, with screen activities and web 
browsing histories recorded; the last section was a debriefing interview which is a semi-structured interview for 
understanding how participants performed the tasks in detail. Each lab session lasted about an hour. 

The search tasks represented two styles of common health scenarios. This setup was inspired by the causes and 
understanding of exploratory search. We hoped to show the behavioural differences between general and 
exploratory search with a contrastive setup of tasks by leveraging the clarity and abstraction of the tasks. In one 
scenario, participants were asked to find information on how to care for a diabetic family member. This 
simulated an information need following a straightforward diagnosis from a medical professional. In another 
case, participants were tasked with identifying information to append to a Wikipedia page on urination problems 
and their symptoms. Participants needed to find out the relevant information from other sources in the web with 
limited and vague symptoms provided. The first scenario was designed with the aim of observing seeking 
behaviours for explicit recognised needs, whereas the second targeted for unrecognised needs with a more vague 
description of a health problem. To avoid the bias of using a search engine at the first scene, we cleared the 
home page and all browsing history in the browser prior to each session to ensure the current participant's 
behaviour was not affected. 

Feedback from interviews and web browsing activities were analysed accordingly. Interviews were transcribed 
in full and reduced to a number of codes iteratively [37]. Data relevant to search approaches, search motivations 
and information seeking behaviours were organised into themes. Themes were then derived with the thematic 
analysis methodology [38]. The methodology involved reading transcripts multiple times, categorising codes 
into themes and refining the theme list iteratively along the analysis. The number of participants connected to 
each theme was tracked for verifying the generality of themes. 

A web browser plugin was developed to record web browsing activities during the lab session. The plugin 
produced a plain text log with the web addresses of visited pages, time of visits, duration of each visit, and 
identifiers of sessions and tabbed browser windows. For each participant, a navigation graph was created 
manually with this information. A navigation graph indicates the flow of web page views along the search 
progress, as well as the duration of each step. This can provide us insights about how the search process and the 



behaviours evolve while the participants engage in the seeking process. Navigation graphs with similar patterns 
were merged into themes to for further derive the characteristics of the behaviour. 

3.2 Overview of Participation 

The lab session was set up in the period of October to December of 2013. We used multiple methods to recruit 
participants. Posters were presented at locations across the university campus. E-mail invitations were sent out 
to staff and students to encourage participation. Participants were also allowed to invite potential participants to 
our study through their connections. Recruitment continued until data saturation was achieved. This experiment 
was voluntary and no incentive was given to participants for the study. 

In total 20 participants completed our lab experiment (11 male; 9 female). In terms of identity, they comprised 8 
students, 9 university staff and 3 external participants. All reported that they were capable of reading and 
searching information on the Internet. All participants claimed they had experience in searching health 
information online. For privacy issues, age group was recorded instead of exact age of participants. The 
distribution of age groups is listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Age group distribution of participants 
 

Age Group N Percentage 

21-30 8 40% 

31-40 6 30% 

41-50 4 20% 

Over 50 2 10% 
 

3.3 Results 

This section reports on the data gathered in the qualitative study. Firstly we present the observation of the lab 
experiment and list the themes that emerged after the analysis of interview transcripts. Then, we present the 
behavioural patterns of our participants. These patterns were observed from the navigation graphs produced 
from the activity logs. 

During the review of the data collected in our study, we segmented the dataset into age groups and by gender. 
The analysis of the partitioned data shows no significant themes and patterns across different groups of 
participants. Therefore, the results and discussions in this paper apply to general health information seekers, 
regardless of their age and gender. 

3.3.1 Current Health Information Seeking 

We first reviewed participants’ feedback on how to facilitate their health information seeking. We observed that 
19 out of 20 participants used Google to look for health information. Google was used in two ways. In addition 
to its search function, Google was utilised as a web directory by our participants. In some sessions participants 
clearly knew the name but not the address of the website they wished to access, and they used Google to directly 
jump to the website. These are known as navigational queries in the literature [39]. In addition, Google was 
identified to act as a “glue” connecting different parts of a single website. There were occasions that the 
participants could not find, or simply missed, a hyperlink. Then they returned to Google to search for the 
information. An example illustrating this could be accessing another article within Wikipedia when the targeted 
article was not linked in the current document. 



Our observation suggested that search engines may not the best tool for health searches. Knowing accurate 
keywords for medical issues was a problem. As one of the participants said: “I do not know sometimes what are 
the right keyword to use in order to get the right information.” (Participant #1) Also, participants mentioned the 
difficulty of filtering and narrowing down the search results because of the lack of medical knowledge and the 
analytical skills: “If you search for health, then there is so much information coming up. You are not the doctor, 
so you pick and choose whatever you want and that could be very wrong at the end, because you think you’re 
sicker. It all depends on what kind of symptoms you searched for.” (Participant #13) 

Participants seemed to use multiple websites for health topics in their search sessions. The reason was mainly 
about the trustworthiness of the online health information and a reassuring purpose. “Sometimes you don’t know 
whether it’s genuine so I keep searching other sites for that.” (Participant #1) 

3.3.2 Search vs. Explore 

Seekers demonstrate different approaches to look for health information with different information needs, and 
sometimes they demonstrate a more exploratory approach in the search process. As reported by participants, 
generic search is a more focused one with a clearer target of what is being looked for in mind. In contrast, health 
search can lead to an exploratory behaviour where the search target is more fuzzy, and the seeker is more eager 
to read new information on the Internet. 

“Searching tends to be focused. I feel like when I am searching, I have my keywords in my head, I have a 
reasonable idea of what I am looking for or find. So a lot of time I already go with some sort of information in 
keywords... Exploration is not so focused. Exploration suggests that you have more time. You are not going in 
so many keywords perhaps. You are much open to the information that’s coming to you.” (Participant #6) 

The exploratory approach of search is not just finding the needed information but also using the visible 
connections (e.g. hyperlinks or recommendations of further readings) in the current website to learn more. 

“For me searching is like Google and find the website; and exploring is taking time to read the information and 
check the information a website has, and learning. My perception of exploring would be more on the learning 
experience. Searching is just getting where to find the information… Because as I Google, I can find other 
words and connections that I can use to search.” (Participant #7) 

Although we distinguish the behaviour of focused and exploratory search approaches, some participants 
suggested they were not completely distinct. They reported the two types of search co-existed and alternated at 
the same time. 

“At the beginning I was searching, and then I started exploring things more and more, and opened various 
links. I think when I open multiple links that’s kind of exploring. Then I did another search, which is more 
specific and then I continue exploring.” (Participant #17) 

3.3.3 Why do Seekers Explore? 

Most people seek online health information because of health problems. As reported by most of the participants, 
encountering health issues was one of the factors that drives them towards the exploratory approach. Note that 
the participants did not simply perform a simple search, but experimented with different queries for exploring 
more around the issue, for the purpose of thoroughly understanding the health issue. 

“I would usually search if I think there is a health problem... If I go search for something, I don’t stop at the 
first page comes up at Google. I explore, I read further, try different search terms, looking at the other results... 



And then occasionally I will think of new words, I go back to the search bar and type that different words.” 
(Participant #2) 

Participants were observed to be more exploratory if they encountered conflicting information. This is very 
common in the world of the Internet because everybody can post online without necessary verification on the 
information. For resolving the conflict in seekers’ minds, they investigated different data sources, followed 
hyperlinks to different articles, read carefully the contents, and tried to verify the reliability of the information. 

“[When] I receive advice that seemed to be conflicting from different sources I often look for an answer... I 
cross [check] references, check another source... One thing leads to other things. They have links within the 
article, and I end up finding about more information than needed, still interesting and related.” (Participant 
#20) 

Discovered in the lab observation, curiosity made participants more exploratory in their efforts to find health 
information on the Internet. While curiosity is often triggered passively, e.g. hearing a celebrity being diagnosed 
with certain health problem, it appears that the exploratory health information search may last for a longer 
period of time as there is no urgent need to retrieve the information immediately. One may resume the seeking 
task later on whenever the time is allowed. 

“Usually I end up finding information on the government websites and specific to the health information I am 
curious about... It lasts probably a few days. Because sometimes I started with one bit of information and I keep 
searching other websites as well and looking deeper to the topic. Just to get more information and a bigger 
picture – to see if there [are] any other related issues.” (Participant #4) 

Finally, participants seemed to display an exploratory approach when the health issue was related to people that 
were important to them, such as family members. They felt stronger urgency and determination to read as much 
information as possible in this scenario. 

“But I guess if it was my mum like that, I would go back to look into, to compare information on sites... I would 
definitely look for more websites... I think I will continue to search afterwards as well.” (Participant #13) 

3.3.4 Behavioural Patterns 

During the experiment, participants were required to complete two tasks of finding health information. A 
navigation graph was generated from web browser logs for every successful task. In total 36 graphs were 
created while 4 tasks not completed by participants due to time constraints on these lab sessions. These graphs 
were further analysed and categorised according to the activity patterns. These patterns are reflecting the 
information seeking behaviours and choices of web navigation in the seeking process. We have identified four 
categories of behavioural patterns by reviewing all navigation graphs (Figure 1). 



 
Figure 1. Health information seeking behaviours 

Type A shows the most simple pattern of all health information seeking behaviours. The seeker simply sends a 
keyword query to a search engine. In the list of related websites that returned from the search engine, he/she 
skims the one which is believed to be most relevant. The seeking process stops quickly once the information is 
found. It is also noticeable that the seeker does not engage in deeply reading the web page. 

Type B looks very similar to Type A in terms of the small number of searches incurred in the information 
seeking process. However, the seeker engages in longer and deeper reading activities. Identically to Type A 
seekers, they pick the most suitable web page to start with; then they behave differently in follow-up of 
hyperlinks and the readings of subsequent web pages. The duration of reading is longer as the seeker digests and 
absorbs the information. The series of reading continues until no more valuable information is found. 

Seekers of Type C demonstrate not much reading but more query reformulations. In such a scenario, the seeker 
wishes to explore additional information. Most of the time, he/she tries to skim through the search results and 
picks up only web pages that are relevant to the information need. While the search goes on, the seeker will 
adjust the query keywords with the information read and perform a new query, if the overall search result is not 
satisfactory. Sometimes the seeker may follow hyperlinks to seek for more information. However, the steps of 
hyperlink follow-up are limited since new search queries are more preferred for this category of seekers. 

Type D seekers use a mixed approach to find health information. This type of seekers begins with a keyword 
search and chooses a small number of good websites (usually contain large amount of content and reputable) for 
examination. If needed, they use hyperlinks to discover new information page-by-page. They are observed 
immersing themselves into the reading of each page. Moreover, they also make use of search engines to explore 
additional information. A reformed query is executed and the seeker goes over the search result again. In short, 
this type of seekers displays a multiple iterations of both searching and reading until the information need is 
satisfied. 

To sum up, these four categories of patterns show us the different behaviours of health information seekers. We 
observe that some participants did not read in-depth, whereas the others studied the topic extensively. These 



variations can provide hints for distinguishing different types of health information seekers, which we discuss in 
the next section. 

4 Discussion 

Based on the results of our qualitative study, we further discuss the phenomenon of exploratory search 
approaches taken during health information seeking processes. We propose a model to conceptualise the health 
information seeking behaviours and derive design implications for health websites to provide better support for 
seekers’ needs. 

4.1 Problems with Current Health Information Seeking 

Everyday use of the Internet heavily relies on search engines. Search engine giants such as Google have become 
part of people’s lives. Most of modern search engines are designed to work with keyword queries and have no 
special adaptation for health-related searches. According to studies, lay-people usually have only limited 
knowledge of the medical domain [30], and face difficulties in searching due to insufficient knowledge of 
technical and medical language [40, 41].  We have identified similar problems in this study. Participants did not 
know the keyword for searching for some tasks, due to the lack of medical terminologies (such as not knowing 
the name of a disease or misspelling certain medical terms) or simply not knowing what keywords to start with. 
Moreover, they were not able to query precisely and narrow down the search results. For example, for a given 
set of symptoms, search engines returned multiple possibilities and the participants could not determine the 
precise one that they wished to read. 

Irrespective of the scenario, almost every participant searched with Google. They explicitly entered the Google 
web address or used the search toolbar even when we removed the default home page setting. This reflects the 
high tendency of using search engines in health information seeking. Some participants reported that they used 
to save bookmarks of health websites to retrieve health-related information, but these bookmarks were no longer 
used after the growth of Google. This behaviour adds findings to the work of Choo et al. [42] that seekers prefer 
to start their information seeking behaviour (i.e. the “starting” stage) with a search engine nowadays. However, 
search engines may become a barrier for obtaining the most suitable health information since these search 
engine algorithms controls the ranking of health websites. Without special handling of health information needs, 
the algorithms may not know the best way to sort the result list. As a result, seekers may not be able to access a 
good health website if it is displayed in a lower rank; or search engines may even hide a website, though it 
contains pieces of creditable and useful information. 

There were some cases in which the participants clearly knew which website to go to but did not know its web 
address. Google was used to jump to a particular website, described as a teleport process in the work of Teevan 
et al. [43]. Also, Google was linking different web pages so that the user could navigate from one to another, 
which was acting as glue of multiple web pages within a website. Some participants felt frustrated in navigating 
in a website because of an unsatisfactory design (such as unobvious or hidden hyperlinks or menu items), 
therefore they used Google to locate the information. This implies the necessity of good and intuitive design 
when setting up a health website. 

4.2 Factors Contributing Exploratory Search 

Health information seeking behaviour, or health search, is different from search of other topics in many ways. It 
occurs for dealing with health-threatening situations, making medical decisions, and behavioural changes and 
preventative measures [28]. Based on our observations, this section illustrates a number of factors that lead to an 
exploratory search approach when people look for health information. 



Participants with health problems or being diagnosed with a certain sickness were found to be more exploratory 
in the search process. They had explicit information needs on certain aspects, such as treatments and remedies. 
In this case, they took an exploratory approach of search for understanding the complete picture of the situation 
or getting more options for facing the health problem. Therefore, the exploratory approach serves as an outcome 
to the stress/coping theory [17, 18] as the seeker finds information in an exploratory way to cope with the 
stressful situation. This also denotes that people with recognised needs [21, 22] of a particular health condition 
will lead to relatively exploratory seeking behaviour. 

The exploratory approach is found in search when the health issues under investigation are related to people of 
importance to the seeker. For example, an individual finds and explores as much information as possible if 
his/her children are sick. This phenomenon is closely connected to the emotional investment. People tend to 
dive deeper into a problem if it is more directly relevant to them. The level of concern is high at this moment. 
They would use all potential sources to understand the problem, look for remedies and learn to support ill 
person. Finding information for important ones is also an unrecognised health information need [21, 22], which 
is identified to trigger exploratory search [4]. 

Curiosity is another type of information need that contributes to the exploratory health search. Such information 
seeking behaviour is usually triggered in passive scenarios, like hearing of pieces of information about health 
when watching TV, or becoming interested in a medical topic through a conversation. Although in this scenario 
the seeker may have a clearer search target, the search is easily changed into exploratory as he/she may 
encounter other interesting material throughout the process. This also corresponds to the alternating modes of 
focused and exploratory search which are introduced in the next section. 

4.3 Exploratory Information Seeking Behaviours 

Based on the result of interview themes, we conclude that exploratory information seeking behaviours in the 
health context has unique characteristics. Firstly, the search target of exploratory search is not specific. As the 
interview quotes suggest, focused seekers have a clearer mind and a reasonable plan to search, whereas 
exploratory seekers need more time to filter out what is needed, narrow down the target and locate the 
information. This finding is in agreement with the definition of exploratory search established in [5, 29] – 
people need to look up in a wider range of information to satisfy unclear and unfamiliar information needs. 

With regards to the range of search targets, participants were seen to use multiple sources to obtain health 
information. The reasons behind this varied: for confirming the validity of the information, or forming an all-
around understanding of the topic. For extending the reading from the current web page and exploring 
additional information, hyperlinks played an important role as hyperlinks were reported to be more convenient 
for participants to use. On the other hand, making a new search for extra information requires a cognitive 
process to form a new query and analyse the result. Seekers are more likely to visit relevant web pages within a 
site or even external websites by following hyperlinks. 

Another characteristic is the desire to understand the information, beyond simply locating the information. The 
exploratory approach is about discovering and learning new information [5]. We noticed a similar result in our 
experiment. Participants opened their minds to a wide range of relevant information, and preferred to spend time 
reading the content to determine the usefulness. Participants reported learning new information encountered 
during the search that might have been unexpected beforehand. In terms of information needs, a knowledge gap 
appears at the beginning of the information seeking process [16]. Health exploratory search is the actual 
behavioural outcome to gradually gather knowledge to “bridge” the knowledge gap. 

White and Roth [29] suggest that generic exploratory search will change towards focused search as the search 
progresses because the uncertainty reduces when the seeker retrieves more information to fill the knowledge 



gap. Using an example of buying a second-hand car: the seeker has no idea at the beginning so he/she finds all 
car models which fits in the price range – an instance of exploratory search. Then, after examining the result, the 
seeker looks for details of a particular model. As we can see, the range of the search becomes narrower and 
focused as the search continues. 

We have observed a slightly different behaviour for health information seeking. In the health context, while the 
information is being learnt, new and unknown information appears at any point. Consequently the level of 
uncertainty in the seeker’s mind will climb again and thus the search will become more exploratory. In contrast 
to White and Roth’s idea of a single direction flow from exploratory to focused search, we argue that these two 
modes are alternating along the process until the search stops, and the seeker is seen to be interleaving between 
these two modes. 

Figure 2 depicts the alternation between exploratory and focused search. An individual starts the information 
seeking process with Topic 1. While he/she may not have a full understanding on Topic 1, exploratory search is 
adapted and the search area is wider at this time. As the search goes on, the seeker gains more knowledge about 
the topic. The search target becomes clearer and the search area becomes narrower and focused as the spiral 
curves indicate in the figure. At any point the seeker may encounter new doubts, this leads a search on a new 
topic (Topic 2). As the topic is brand-new for the seeker, the search turns into exploratory again. This 
interleaving process continues until the search stops. 

 
Figure 2. Illustrating alternation between exploratory and focused search 

An example from our study can better explain the alternation of search approaches: a participant started with a 
search for diabetes management information. The search was exploratory at the beginning because he did not 
know much about this topic. After he learnt that he could control diabetes with eating, he performed a focused 
search on this area and continued to read. Gradually his uncertainly rose again because he felt confused what 
kinds of food and cooking methods could be helpful to the disease. At this point his search started to turn back 
to exploratory and started investigating across a range of topics such as recipes for diabetics, diet suggestions, 
nutrition information, healthy vegetables, etc. 

4.4 Model of Health Information Seeking Behaviours 

We have introduced the problems and the exploratory nature of health information seeking behaviours in the 
previous section. The next step is to concentrate these findings into a robust model to describe such behaviours. 
Taking on an angle from the perspective of designing health websites and enhancing user experience, we put our 



focuses on the seekers’ needs of investigating the concerned topic, as well as the reading effort demonstrated in 
the seeking behaviour. 

Figure 3 illustrates our model for conceptualising the online health information seeking behaviour. Drawn from 
the behavioural patterns observed in our qualitative study, the model presents a combination of seekers’ research 
tactics and levels of reading engagement in a two-by-two matrix. Research tactics represent the eagerness and 
motivation for digging out in-depth information. For example, a seeker who chases hyperlinks and submits 
many search engine queries in order to retrieve more information is demonstrating a extensive research tactic. 
On the other hand, reading engagement measures the duration of reading and the intention of absorbing the 
information. Skimming and reading just the page summary fall into the group of low engagement while 
pursuing and digesting the information is considered as high engagement. 

 
Figure 3. Model of health information seeking behaviours (exploratory approaches are shaded) 

Each quadrant in the matrix represents a type of online health information seeking behaviour. Quick Facts 
seekers (Research Tactics: Basic; Reading Engagement: Low; Lower-left in the Figure) usually have a clearer 
understand of the topic and know what is missing and needed to learn. They have a concrete information need 
and go through the material quickly to locate only the part of knowledge that is missing. This is comparable to 
factual searching in [44] and known item search in [45]. 

All-around Skimming (Research Tactics: Extensive; Reading Engagement: Low; Upper-left in the Figure) is 
similar to searches of Quick Facts in the way of skimming articles. Usually this type of seekers has a fair 
understanding of the problem and wants to investigate an issue more deeply. With the variety of content and 
quality of online information, the information may not fit the seeker’s information at the first scene. They 
perform a quick read before investing time and effort. In our lab observation, participants with research or 
professional background took this approach to find health information. 

Focused Reader (Research Tactics: Basic; Reading Engagement: High; Lower-right in the Figure) puts a 
significant effort to read a small number of materials. There are a few scenarios leading to this outcome: lack of 
skills of proper usage of a search engine; lack of skills to discover external readings within the current web 
page; or found a lengthy and rich document which meets the information need (such as a journal paper or a PDF 
leaflet). Besides that, this category of seekers aims to improve their intellectual understandings [44] rather than 
retrieve facts. 

Finally seekers in the Knowledge Digger quadrant (Research Tactics: Extensive; Reading Engagement: High; 
Upper-right in the Figure) are willing to use a lot of time and effort to investigate the issue they are facing. At 
the same time, they demonstrate relatively better skills at discovering and exploring for more possibilities to 
enhance the understanding of the issue. In general, both the reading duration and the number of search queries 
are high for these seekers. 



Though four types of information seeking behaviours show different patterns on the actual investigation and 
reading activities, three of them demonstrate an exploratory nature in the search process (shown as shaded in the 
figure). Exploratory search emphasises the element of learning new knowledge and investigating the knowledge 
domain [5]. The behaviours of seekers in the highlighted quadrants present one or both these elements. With this 
point aligning to prior research [4, 31, 32], we argue that health information seeking, except for those with 
purposes of retrieving quick facts, is presenting an exploratory search in nature. For health websites, in addition 
to design for better research activities and reading efforts, it is parallel to consider supporting information 
exploration and discovery for health seekers. 

4.5 Design Implications 

Drawn on the abovementioned findings, we propose two areas of improvements for enhancing the user 
experience of health information seekers. These are (1) assisting the discovery of new information, and (2) 
adapting to users’ reading needs. 

The discovery of information within a website plays an important role for the nature of exploratory search. For 
instance, health websites collect many articles, and some of them are good in quality, but we have noticed that 
seekers may not always able to reach all of them. This implies a problem of either seekers not knowing what 
they want, or that they cannot effectively explore. As seen in Figure 3, seekers with the basic research tactics 
stay within a relatively narrow range in the information space rather than exploring other areas. In this regard, a 
system that understands their information needs and recommends relevant information for further reading is 
desirable. 

Hyperlinks are also useful for relieving the problem of discovery in the health-focused exploration process. 
While information seekers are not clear about their concrete information needs, nor realise what content is 
provided in the current web site, hyperlinks are a visible mean to give hints to them on both aspects. We have 
identified much research on improving the search interface and information retrieval algorithms for medical 
websites [46-48]. We propose a clear layout of web pages with on-screen hyperlinks could help health 
information seekers to more easily explore relevant information. In fact, Alhenshiri et al. [49] also suggest both 
hyperlinks and search queries need to be considered in order to improve information gathering tasks on the web. 

Our model identifies a spectrum of reading engagement, suggesting that a health website needs to adjust to both 
low and high reading levels. In low engagement behaviour, seekers prefer to skim and quickly read through the 
articles to determine the usefulness before committing to a longer reading. In this scenario, an abstract or 
summary could be provided for their convenience. On the contrary, people with high reading engagement may 
prefer a design emphasising readability, such as font size, line spacing, section navigation, etc. 

As we stated above, health information seeking is, by its nature, exploratory search, hence exploration engines 
would be useful to engage users in the information discovery process. Software such as iFISH [3] and SeCo 
system [50] may be extended to provide a keyword-free exploration for consumer health information. 
Additional features could be added to such an engine to let the seeker choose a suitable level of readability or 
specifying interested health topics for fine-tuning the exploration. 

5 Conclusion 

While not every instance of health information seeking is exploratory, with this research, we have found that 
people take an exploratory search approach for seeking online health information in various scenarios. 
Exploratory seekers are found to be more engaged in the search process and potentially gain more 
understandings of health problems through the search. Even with these benefits, currently the support for 



exploratory health search is limited, thus we proposed to address this issue in two design directions: namely 
assisting the discovery of new information and adapting to reading needs. 

Based on the information seeking activities in our qualitative study, we proposed a model to conceptualise 
health information seeking behaviours. During the information seeking process, we argue that seekers may 
adapt either basic or extensive research tactics, reflecting their eagerness to investigate the problem. At the same 
time, seekers may choose to engage in reading online information or just skim through. The combinations of 
research tactics and reading engagement reflect different information seeking behaviours while searching for 
online health information. 

As with other qualitative studies, ours is subject to limitations. Participants were invited to a lab environment 
and performed artificial search tasks. Depending on the environment and the understanding of the tasks, the 
study may not truly reflect the real behaviours in their daily lives. Secondly, the time constraint of our lab study 
may force the participants to complete the experiment at an unusual pace. To minimize the problem, we 
included an interview to learn more about the daily search experience. In addition, health information seeking 
behaviours may vary depending on factors such as the type of diseases (i.e., acute vs. chronic) or stage of the 
illness. While we have presented an outcome that applies to a general group of health information seekers, it 
would also be valuable to extend the research to more specific groups of seekers or patients. 

The findings of this paper have revealed a deeper understanding of health information needs and relevant 
information seeking behaviours. As a health information provider or a health website designer, more accurate 
and better tailor-made information can be delivered to the consumers after understanding their different 
information needs and information seeking behaviours. This understanding can lead to a more effective design 
of health websites, which provide a more pleasant experience for accessing online health information. In the 
future, our plan is to build a test health website with the goal of assisting the discovery of new information and 
enhancing reading engagement. A large scale of user study will be launched to gather feedback and evaluate the 
new design elements in this new website. 
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